Press release
Cepi voices strong concerns over robustness of tools provided to
the industry to achieve the EU’s climate objectives
Brussels, June 22nd, 2022

The EU Parliament has now adopted its mandates for negotiations on the revision of the emissions trading
scheme (ETS), the EU’s main carbon pricing tool, and the carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM).
Both are instruments to attain the EU’s 2030 climate objectives, supported by Cepi. The
Commission’s plan to decarbonise EU industries is now also being reviewed by the European Council.
Most importantly both pieces of legislation will have to demonstrate more rigorously that they can be
applied to the real economy, and that the goals fixed can be met in spite of adverse economic conditions.
The stakes are high now for the European Council, a raise of climate ambition without appropriate carbon
leakage protection risk both a large-scale deindustrialisation of the EU and the mechanical increase of
emissions from competitors in parts of the world where climate legislation is less developed. This would
lead to an increase of CO2 emissions at global level, or carbon leakage. The results of the vote show that
the EU Parliament has disregarded concerns over whether the redesigned carbon leakage rules would be
strong enough. Cepi hopes that the Council will now focus on ensuring that the European industry
can remain competitive in the global market while delivering emission reductions.
Cepi has called out both the revised ETS and CBAM for relying on projections for energy prices and
carbon prices which forecasts for 2030 have already been exceeded, partly as a result of Russia’s
war against Ukraine. Few economic actors within the sector will be able to invest into decarbonisation and
face the additional red tape in the midst of an energy crisis. Meanwhile the existing public funding
instruments’ firepower still is not suited to a rapid scale up of solutions for industrial decarbonisation. In
this situation, Cepi experts warn that the new ETS rules will put the industry into a squeeze, including
installations which were so far amongst some of the best performers, sending the wrong message to
industrial decarbonisation frontrunners. ETS will now rapidly raise the bar for what decarbonisation
technologies are judged fit for purpose, arbitrarily narrowing down the range of available decarbonisation
options.
Cepi welcomes the fact that CBAM will not include pulp and paper in the immediate future and believes
any extension of the scope of the mechanism to new products and sectors should be considered
only after in-depth impact assessment and consultations. This is particularly important for industries
with a long and complex value chain and a positive trade balance, with the potential to replace carbonintensive products on global markets, as is the case for pulp and paper.
Quote
“Today’s vote sends mixed signals to the frontrunners of the industrial transformation, such as the pulp
and paper sector. We trust that in the interinstitutional negotiations the co-legislators will be able to agree
on a set of strong and comprehensive measures. The main goal should be to secure the emission
reductions globally through guaranteeing competitiveness of European sustainable and circular sectors.”
Jori Ringman, Director General – Cepi (Confederation of the European Paper Industries)
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Cepi is the European association representing the
paper industry. We offer a wide range of renewable
and recyclable wood-based fibre solutions to EU
citizens: from packaging to textile, hygiene and tissue
products, printing and graphic papers as well as
speciality papers, but also bio-chemicals for food and
pharmaceuticals, bio-composites and bioenergy. We
are a responsible industry: 85% of our raw materials
are sourced in Europe and certified as sustainable,
92% of the water we use is returned in good condition
to the environment. We are the world champion in
recycling at the rate of 73.9%. At the forefront of the
decarbonisation and industrial transformation of our
economy, we embrace digitalisation and bring 18.5
billion value addition to the European economy and
€4.5 billion investments annually. Through its 18
national associations, Cepi gathers 495 companies
operating 895 mills across Europe and directly
employing more than 180,000 people.
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For more information on Industry commitments,
please consult
Cepi’s Sustainable Product Pledge,
Cepi’s Pledge to support the 3 billion trees initiative.
The 4evergreen cross-industry alliance.
For more statistics on the paper and pulp industry in
Europe and worldwide, please refer to the latest
version of our yearly report and preliminary report:
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Preliminary statistics 2021
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